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Anyone who has ever picked up a bottle of pills or 
a box of medications has noticed the vast array of 
information available, both on the package itself 
and on the accompanying labels and leaflets.
While some consumers may overlook the significance of 
this information, this data actually performs a vital func-
tion – keeping consumers safe. By informing consumers 
and medical practitioners alike, the label data protects the 
consumer from receiving or taking medication that could 
be potentially harmful. These documents are, in fact, an 
“informational contract” with the consumer, indicating in-
formation either the pharmaceutical company or a regu-
latory body has determined a user or prescriber should 
know about the product and its use. This might include 

ingredients, possible side effects, warnings regarding 
adverse combinations with other medications, and other 
conditions that could have negative outcomes. This be-
ing the case, getting the information on these documents 
100% correct every time is crucial. Furthermore, any and 
all changes made to these documents, no matter how 
subtle, must be closely monitored and tracked throughout 
the product’s entire lifecycle.  For pharma companies, the 
downsides to labeling errors and inaccuracies can be dev-
astating, ranging from expensive product recalls to con-

sumer harm and protracted litigation. While 
pharma labeling is a complex task, it doesn’t 
have to be as expensive and time consuming 
as it often is.

There are ways to simplify the process and 
tools to ease the stress and pain associ-
ated with producing these documents and 
packages.
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Enter BLUE Software, a Labeling and Artwork Manage-
ment solution (LAM) founded by industry expert Stephen 
Kaufman nearly 20 years ago. A Software-as-a-Service 
(SaaS) solution, BLUE was Stephen Kaufman’s answer to 
what he saw as both a need and an opportunity to deliv-
er efficiency and accuracy to the packaging and labeling 
process within the Pharma industry. What he envisioned 
was a streamlined graphics workflow management tool 
that would not only save Pharma companies large sums 
of money in potential losses but also potentially assist 
these companies in protecting the health and even the 
very safety of consumers. By offering world class Digital 
As- set Management (DAM) capabilities, online proof-
ing capabilities, and relevant reporting and visibility 
over the entire workflow, BLUE Software has developed 
a strong presence and an excellent reputation among 
Pharma companies worldwide. Stephen Kaufman, Chief 
Product Officer of Blue Software, adds, “In addition to 
our flagship software product, the deep knowledge and 
dedication  of  our  implementation  and  support teams 
have been the true driving forces for our company’s 
growth and success.”

Beginning with a single pharmaceutical client in 1998, 

BLUE Software now serves 100,000 users across 12,000 
brands and 5000 companies, all spread across 150 
countries with its single integrated delivery platform. 
Over this time, BLUE has earned a number of testimo-
nials from globally renowned clients including Merck 
Pharmaceutical, Bayer, Shire, Astellas, and many more.

When asked about BLUE, Merck’s EMEA Artwork Busi-
ness Lead Yose Sieverding said, “It is important for 
Merck to be able to measure how we are performing so 
that   we can continually improve our workflow. We have 
significantly improved our performance since BLUE was 
introduced.” Yet another testimony comes from Chris 
Miller, Business Systems Analyst, Shire, “After complet-
ing our BLUE integration with SAP, both the Artwork and 
Planning groups have much greater visibility into the 
product artwork lifecycle. Everyone at BLUE, particu-
larly the Customization and Project Management teams, 
stepped up to ensure the project went live on time.” 
Such testimonies from some of the pharma industry 
bigwigs reflect the value proposition BLUE brings to the 
table and its commitment to its client success.

BLUE’s Early Momentum
By the late 1990s, several multinational companies had 
made a foray into the pharmaceutical and consumer 
products industry. Soon, however, they began to face 
challenges, like learning how to manage the way in 
which their digital assets, and specifically their graphic 
artworks, were stored, organized, and retrieved. At that 
time, computer hard drives and compact discs could be 
used to store artwork files, but there was no way to cor-
relate, search for, or filter in a scalable way. Complicat-
ing the issue, there was no way to distribute artwork and 
labeling information securely around the globe. BLUE’s 
solution was to introduce digital asset management to 
its customers using centralized servers and the latest in 
database technologies. The goal was to move digital art-
works from specialized software suites to easily viewable 

“BLUE SOFTWARE’S PROCESS 
STARTS RIGHT FROM THE TIME 

THE LABELLING CONTENT 
IS ORIGINALLY DEVELOPED 
BY THE PHARMACEUTICAL 

COMPANY TILL IT GETS 
PRINTED ON THE LABELS AND 
DISTRIBUTED IN THE MARKET”
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web browsers. Stephen recalls, “At that point, we had 
two distinct offerings: an easily accessible digital asset 
library which could be accessed using a web browser, 
and a workflow solution, which could move graphics or 
information  through  organization’s  internal processes 
and into-and-out of their supply chain.” This helped ad 
agencies and design and pre-media firms in their print-
ing process, and consequently, helped BLUE become the 
most preferred means for pharmaceutical companies to 
communicate both internally and with their suppliers in a 
structured workflow.

During its initial years, Blue Software delivered only on 
premise software, however, in the early 2000’s, the soft-
ware deployment dynamics took a sharp turn and there 
was a new demand among non-pharma clients to both 
host their software on the cloud and scale depending on 
specific business needs. By 2010, pharmaceutical com-
panies took notice of the growth in cloud-based deploy-
ments and began to accept the idea that cloud deploy-
ments can be as safe and secure as their on- premise 
hosted applications. It was at this point Blue Software 
lead a rapid migration of its pharmaceutical clients into 
SaaS hosted software. In the case of several pharma-

ceutical firms, Blue was actually the first validated enter-
prise system hosted from the cloud. Today, all but one of 
Blue’s clients are on the SaaS platform.

Intelligent algorithms drive BLUE’S workflows automati-
cally. For instance, an SAP system initiates new processes 
without any manual intervention from marketing or ex-
ecution teams. Similarly, integrated ERP systems from 
vendors such as SAP and Oracle continuously monitor 
clients’ financial and manufacturing data and generate 
Blue-integrated real-time reporting. “Beginning in 2005, 

we saw a move towards ERP initiated processes and ERP 
synchronized meta-data such as ‘finished goods codes,’ 
‘material masters numbers,’ and upstream change con-
trol processes that were synchronized   with globalized  
manufacturing  systems. Today more than half of our cus-
tomers use this integrated approach and the number and 
depth of these integrations continues to grow,” Stephen 
explains. Now, the company has developed high volume 
transactional links that connect BLUE with core IT systems 
sitting at the heart  of corporate master data strategy 
and execution. Such integrations allow BLUE to initiate 
processes and move graphic artworks throughout the 
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organization with new- found speed and fidelity. Also, 
BLUE can broadcast workflow status information to the 
other systems such as ERP and PLM, and thereby keep the 
broader internal and supply chain teams informed with 
real-time status updates and process notifications.

Initially owned by pre-media and prepress giant Schawk, 
BLUE spun off as an independent company in the win-
ter of 2014. It is now wholly owned by Diversis, located 
in Santa Monica, CA. Products from a number of other 
acquisitions have been integrated into BLUE to further 
bolster its offerings. Significantly, BLUE also acquired 
Viki Solutions in Vancouver, which creates and deploys 
vProof, the most advanced and easy to use soft proofing 
platform in the world.

Revolutionizing the Labeling Industry
The FDA and other global regulatory bodies dictate 
that drug labels contain 100% accurate data and that 
this  data is presented and applied consistently and flaw-
lessly across geographies, demographics, and regula-
tory boundaries, as well as across various manufacturing 
and materials    scenarios. Because these regulations quite 
rightly prescribe for a “zero defect” mentality, those re-
sponsible for creating the revised label often begin an 
edit process by selecting the last approved version of 
a product or label to begin a new graphics cycle. BLUE 
allows users in various disciplines to carefully compare 
the revised version with the original to ensure each and 
every change, down to the placement of a single period, 

are changes that    are required and expected rather than 
inadvertent. BLUE Software’s process begins the minute 
the labeling content is originally developed by the phar-
maceutical company and ends with manufacturing sites 
verifying printed labels. This process is typically super-
vised by an internal graphics department or regulatory 
expert, and many be routed to an external ad agency, 
design firm, or pre-media supplier for further enhance-
ment or verification. Then, changes are incorporated and 
routed for approvals seamlessly and efficiently. BLUE 
tracks this process at each stage, collects inputs, records 
changes, and delivers real-time status updates. Automat-
ed workflow takes care of the rejections and reroutings, 
increasing efficiency and lowering cost. Additionally, 
original artwork never leaves the secure hosted server, 
making counterfeiting much more difficult.

To establish this value for customers, BLUE has created 
four main interoperable components: first, the Digital As-
set Library, which stores tens of thousands of previously 
approved packaging graphics for reference and repur-
posing. Second, the Workflow module, which allows cli-
ents to build very specific, repeatable, and    document-
ed processes that control conditional elements such as 
where and to whom graphics are routed, rejection and 
approval rights, rejection processes including correc-
tions, and significantly, how the approved artwork routes 
to and through the physical and informational supply 
chains. The third module (vProof) is the online approval 
module allowing clients to view highly detailed represen-
tations of the label graphics in a secure web-browser ses-

THE TRUE VALUE OF THE PRODUCT IS MOST CLEARLY 
EXPRESSED IN BLUE’S ABILITY TO INTELLIGENTLY 

ENABLE CUSTOMERS TO IMPLEMENT HARMONIZED 
AND PREDICTABLE PROCESSES.
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sion and allows the client to place comments and techni-
cal directives directly onto these files for verification and 
executional direction. The fourth module — Blue’s Busi-
ness Intelligence Module – tracks vital statistics such as 
specific reasons for art rejections, and then lists errors 
based on commonality of occurrence for corrective ac-
tion and root cause analysis.  Common errors could in-
clude anomalies in UPC code representations, outdated 
or inaccurate ingredients statements, or deficiencies   in 
formatting for elements such as the drugs facts panel. 
BLUE business intelligence reporting can then order 
these issues and align them with the overall performance 
of the label from a brand, product, geographic, or pro- 
cess perspective, thereby illuminating best practices or 
conversely, identifying weak spots within the process and 
outlining potential corrective process changes.

Stephen further explains, “While BLUE is typically clas-
sified as a graphics workflow solution, the true value of 
the product is most clearly expressed in BLUE’s  ability  
to intelligently enable customers to implement harmo-
nized and predictable processes. These processes in 
turn improve quality, speed, and visibility of these criti-
cal package elements in a way that concurrently drives 
out unnecessary delays, costs, and risk.”

Apart from the hosted SaaS platform, BLUE Software 
also assists clients in adopting best pharmaceutical 
practices and  helps  pass  validation  audits  by  con-
ducting Installation and Operational qualification prac-
tices (IQ and OQ). Stephen defines, “We understand and 
have actually helped drive many best practices in the 
pharma industry relative to labeling and are continually 
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improving, with our customers, the workflows that ad-
dress both regulatory and quality challenges.”

Platform Security and Delivery
In the highly regulated pharma industry, companies need 
to adhere to stringent quality and regulatory compliance 
norms. Thus, it becomes even more crucial that labels put 
on drug samples are accurate and have been approved 
by the local regulatory authorities, and that this data stays 
true throughout the product lifetime. Unlike the over-the-
counter (OTC) drugs, prescription drugs are patented 
with a limited life span. So, the duration for which the drug 
can be sold in the market depends on the patent con- 
dtions. Pharma is an evolving industry, and BLUE Soft-
ware understands staying abreast with the technology is 
the only way to stay in the game. The company complies 
with SAS 70, which is a basic hosting and security pro-
cess. Clients often visit the site and perform an audit on 
the company’s security policies and practices. BLUE also 
hires third party firms to try and attempt to steal informa-
tion from a mock customer site hosted in the same way as 
a real customer site. These penetration companies probe 
weaknesses, looking for any security lapse that might be 
discovered during the process. “We take a very proactive 
stance when it comes to data security. All of the data that 
goes in and out of BLUE’s data center is encrypted with a 
128-bit data quality encryption key, and most important-
ly, it never sends the actual graphic outside the cloud,” 
confirms Stephen. “The company abides by international 
standards like cGMP, GAMP, and 21 CFR part 1 to help 
clients comply and sell their products. Further, it plans to 
educate clients on the nuances of regional markets. We 
may do that from either a marketing perspective or a le-
gal perspective. This brings the graphic to the expertise 
instead of bringing the expertise to the graphic.”
 
Today, eight of the top ten global pharmaceutical com-
panies use BLUE Software for their labeling and artwork 
management. Stephen says, “Over the years, we’ve 

brought more expertise and carefully chosen features that 
offer the most flexibility and value to our users.” Recently, 
BLUE procured Kodak Design2Launch, which supplies 
software to pharmaceutical companies such as Pfizer, AB-
VIE and GlaxoSmithKline. The company is now integrat-
ing the most compelling features from the Kodak product 
into the BLUE platform to drive new levels of innovation 
for the core platform. Moreover, BLUE is researching vari-
ous ways to integrate 3-D representations of labels and 
finished products, which will allow artwork to be viewed 
from different angles, different lighting conditions, and 
various aesthetic interpretations of prospective designs. 
BLUE is also considering ways in which Augmented Vir-
tual Reality (AR and VR) might impact the use of products 
in the future. Stephen concludes on a futuristic note, “AR, 
more so than VR, is going to rapidly expand its influence 
in product marketing and manufacturing. Products, peo-
ple, and places are ‘real,’ hence the term ‘reality’ – but 
computer technologies can combine these present reali-
ties with data that represents possibility or desirability of 
form and context. In this way, AR particularly allows both 
consumers and manufacturers to experience products or 
potential products in new and imaginative ways – often 
prior to physical construction.”

“...WE’VE BROUGHT MORE 
EXPERTISE AND CAREFULLY 
CHOSEN FEATURES 
THAT OFFER THE MOST 
FLEXIBILITY AND VALUE TO 
OUR USERS.”        
     - STEPHEN KAUFMAN
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